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King Arthur Paper Dolls Dover Paper Dolls
Four dolls (Annie, Buffalo Bill, Frank Butler, Sitting Bull) and 27
authentic full-color costumes. 15 outfits for Annie Oakley include
costume worn at command performance for Queen Victoria.
Introduction. Descriptive captions. 16 plates.
 Paper dolls might seem the height of simplicity--quaint but simple
toys, nothing more. But through the centuries paper figures have
reflected religious and political beliefs, notions of woman�hood,
motherhood and family, the dictates of fashion, approaches to
education, individual self-image and self-esteem, and ideas about
death. This book examines paper dolls and their symbolism--from
icons made by priests in ancient China to printable Kim Kardashians
on the Internet--to show how these ephemeral objects have an
enduring and sometimes surprising presence in history and culture.
Original compilation of N. C. Wyeth illustrations reprinted from
various sources.
Mix and match a stylish collection of 15 sticker outfits and
accessories that are fit for a duke and duchess! This miniature play
set includes Harry and Meghan dolls, pictured on the inside covers
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of the book, plus a colorful wardrobe of reusable stickers, each an
authentic reproduction of the young royals' wedding attire, evening
wear, and other glamorous clothing.
William & Kate, Harry & Meghan
Paper Dolls
Kate and Meghan Paper Dolls
Vampire Paper Dolls
Ballet Stars of the Romantic Era
The King of Elfland’s Daughter (1924). Having established himself as a bestselling
author of short fiction, Dunsany published The King of Elfland’s Daughter, his second
novel. Recognized as a pioneering author of fantasy and science fiction, Dunsany is a
man whose work, in the words of H. P. Lovecraft, remains “unexcelled in the sorcery of
crystalline singing prose, and supreme in the creation of a gorgeous and languorous
world of incandescently exotic vision.” In accordance with tradition, the Lord of Erl
assents to the will of the people, who wish to be ruled by a magical being. In order to
fulfill their request, he sends his son Alveric, a trustworthy young man, to the realm of
Elfland, where time moves slowly and citizens live long, prosperous lives. There, Alveric
falls in love with Lirazel, the daughter of the King, and convinces her to return to Erl as
his wife. He arrives triumphantly, but soon Lirazel grows tired of the ways of men.
Caught between the demands of tradition and the desires of his heart, Alveric must
decide to whom he will remain loyal. Largely forgotten after its publication, The King of
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Elfland’s Daughter was eventually recognized as a groundbreaking work of high
fantasy and fairytale fiction. With a beautifully designed cover and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of Lord Dunsany’s The King of Elfland’s Daughter is a
classic of British fantasy fiction reimagined for modern readers.
Two dolls, 16 costumes worn from A.D. 12001350. Includes tunics, chain-mail armor,
and fur-trimmed capes for men; gowns, brocaded tunics, and a sleeveless chemise for
women.
Two dolls, 30 detailed period costumes from Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, Othello, The
Tempest, The Merchant of Venice, Macbeth, Henry V, Richard III, and 7 other great plays.
Fairy Gold: A Book of Old English Fairy Tales was compiled by Ernest Rhys (1859 –
1946) and illustrated by Herbert Cole (1867 – 1930). Rhys was a famed writer and editor –
best known for his role as founder of the ‘Everyman’s Library’, a series of affordable
classics. Rhys was passionate about English folkloric tradition, and making such
wonderful works of literature accessible to the common people. The book starts with a
quotation from Shakespeare’s A Winter’s Tale, informing the reader that: ‘This is fairy
Gold boy; and t’will prove so...’ From here on in, it is a text to amuse, delight, scare and
inform – all in equal measures – for young and old alike. Fairy Gold contains a set of
wonderful black and white illustrations by Herbert Cole, as well as such well-known
tales as ‘The Three Bears’, ‘Tom Thumb’, ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ and ‘The
Mermaid’ as well as other, near-forgotten English stories such as ‘The Fairy Fair’, ‘Mr
and Mrs Vinegar’, ‘The King and the Vipers’ and ‘Queen Mab’s Good Grace.’ The text
appears in its original translation, ensuring that none of the work’s initial brilliance is
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lost. Pook Press celebrates the great ‘Golden Age of Illustration‘ in children’s literature
– a period of unparalleled excellence in book illustration from the 1880s to the 1930s.
Our collection showcases classic fairy tales, children’s stories, and the work of some of
the most celebrated artists, illustrators and authors.
English Country Paper Dolls
The King of Elfland's Daughter
Harry & Meghan Sticker Paper Dolls
Knights in Armor Paper Dolls
Camelot Paper Dolls

A paper doll of the long-haired princess can be decked in a
variety of sparkling garments, each enhanced with a dash of
glitter. Ten reusable stickers include ruffled gowns and
elegant headgear.
From the studio of the world famous theatrical and fashion
designer Erte come these fabulous designs and the six
sophisticated fashion paper dolls who were made to wear
them. Never before has so famous a designer fashioned
complete wardrobes for a book of paper dolls. The gowns,
coats, hats and accessories for every season are striking
and elegant and come complete with tassels, long trains, fur
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muffs, capes, sashes, eccentric pockets and other
extravagant flourishes - all the well-known trademarks of
Erte, rendered in full color according to his specific
instructions. Each doll has her own wardrobe, with 43
costumes in all. Cut out the dolls and all their outfits and
you not only have a panorama of costume design of the early
20th century, but a valuable collection of the works of one
of the world's foremost designers.
Of Shah Jahan's many wives, the Mogul emperor's favorite was
the beautiful Mumtaz Mahal; upon her death, the Shah ordered
the construction of the Taj Mahal. The life of the woman who
inspired one of the world's most famous structures is
recalled by this paper doll collection. Two dolls, one of
the emperor and the other of Mumtaz Mahal, are accompanied
by 16 costumes, including anklets, bracelets, necklaces, and
earrings.
Camelot and the grand Arthurian legends come to colorful
life in this gorgeous book of paper doll art. This
chivalrous collection features five costumed dolls ? King
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Arthur, Queen Guinevere, Sir Lancelot, Merlin the wizard,
and the enchantress Morgan le Fay ? each with a variety of
additional outfits and accessories, plus a colorful backdrop
on the inside covers.
Little Bakery Sticker Activity Book
Great Characters from Shakespeare Paper Dolls
Louisa May Alcott's Little Women
Great Illustrations by N. C. Wyeth
King Arthur Paper Dolls
Scores of carefully rendered illustrations depict more than 4,000 years of Celtic apparel-from cloaks
worn by European Celts ca. 2000 b.c. to the plaid tunics of British-Celtic farm women (100 b.c.) and the
elaborately embroidered costume of a 20th-century Irish step dancer. Fascinating, ready-to-color archive
with detailed captions also includes illustrations of period headgear, footwear, and jewelry.
2 dolls with 8 detailed, historically accurate suits of armor, including coats of mail worn by Norman
knights (ca. 1066), Crusaders, English and German knights, 13th–15th centuries.
More than two dozen colorful stickers feature renderings of the elegant William and Kate, Duke and
Duchess of Cambridge, as well as dashing Harry and Meghan, Duke and Duchess of Sussex. The realistic
images show the couples in their famously fashionable outfits, along with many royal accessories.
Inspired by a popular PBS series, this collection features 2 dolls and 30 sumptuously detailed outfits from
the 1910 to '20s era. The opulent wardrobe of original, historically accurate designs includes ensembles
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for a cricket match and a flower show, a walk in the village and a party in London, a wedding and an
excursion on the Orient Express, and a host of other occasions. A stately full-color scene on the book's
inside covers provides an aristocratic setting for the dolls.
Traditional Japanese Fashions Paper Dolls
The Royal Stickers
Romeo and Juliet Paper Dolls
Fragile Figures, Enduring Symbols

Stunning collectible features four dolls and more than two
dozen richly detailed original outfits inspired by the House
of Worth, the preeminent designer of luxury clothing during
the Gilded Age.
King Arthur Paper DollsCourier Dover Publications
Four dolls and 38 full-color costumes portray a proper
Victorian-era family at work and play. Dresses with bustles,
morning suits, sporting wear, much more. 12 plates.
Two paper dolls with 29 costumes portray vampires from
earliest myth to the new blood, including Bela Lugosi as
Dracula and characters from Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
Twilight. Contains mature content.
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Victorian Family Paper Dolls
William & Kate Sticker Paper Dolls
Chinese Opera Costumes Paper Dolls
In the Downton Abbey Style
Girl Power Paper Dolls
Celebrate the royal wedding with lifelike cut-outs of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle. Sixteen
full-color plates include figures of the bride and groom and authentic fashions, including
Meghan's bridal gown.
Splendid collection of 2 figures and 16 dazzling costumes designed for traditional characters in
Chinese opera. Lavishly embroidered robes, elegant headdresses, and painted faces for male
and female characters.
Six dolls of legendary Norse rulers come with colorful wardrobes and fun facts related to their
historical backgrounds. Couples include Harald Bluetooth, his wife and parents, plus Ragnar
Lothbrok and his bride, Kraka.
Dress two female figures in a formal court dress of the Ashikaga period (1338-1573), including
kimonos with floral designs, a traditional Japanese bridal dress, modern formal robes. 16 fullcolor plates of costumes.
Sticker Dress-Up Dolls Playful Mermaids
KATE: The Duchess of Cambridge Paper Dolls
Pocket Flyers Paper Airplane Book
Cut and Fold Paper Spaceships That Fly
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Jane Austen Paper Dolls
These colorful, easily assembled spaceships require neither rocket
fuel nor dilithium crystals ? just scissors, tape, and paper clips.
Best of all, they really fly! Simple instructions and diagrams with
numbered folds assure aerodynamic perfection. Sixteen futuristic
models include the Star Shuttle, Lunar Freighter, and Orbital Zoom
Glider. 16 color illustrations.
This paper doll collection is filled with outfits, coats, and evening
gowns by Kate's favorite designers as well as a doll and clothes for
Prince William. 29 total outfits.
Have fun with this mix-and-match collection of glamorous sticker
outfits that are authentic replicas of items from the royal couple's
wardrobe. More than a dozen colorful stickers include depictions of
their bridal attire — his striking military uniform and her gorgeous
gown — along with other fabulous outfits for dressing up the William
and Kate dolls depicted on the inside covers of the book.
Generations of young readers have taken the characters of Little Women
to their hearts, and this collection of paper dolls offers a
delightful continuation of the tradition. Six dolls depict the March
sisters — Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy — plus their mother, Marmee, and
their neighbor, Theodore "Laurie" Lawrence. The dolls' wardrobes not
only reflect their unique personalities but also the styles of 1860s
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New England. Outfits include everyday dresses and formal wear as well
as nightgowns, coats, and hats. A full-color background scene appears
on the inside covers.
The Nursery Rhymes of England
Great Fashion Designs of the Fifties
Glamorous Fashions of the Gilded Age Paper Dolls
Medieval Costumes Paper Dolls
Mumtaz of the Taj Mahal Paper Dolls
Eight famous dancers -- Marie Taglioni, Carlotta Grisi, Fanny Elssler and Lola Montez
among them -- depicted as beautifully costumed paper dolls, each with 3 additional
costumes from their most famous roles.
Four dolls from Pride and Prejudice and Sense and Sensibility include Elizabeth Bennett
and Mr. Darcy and Elinor Dashwood and Edward Ferrars plus a wardrobe of 24 Regencyera costumes.
Experience the magic of Camelot with a collection that includes figures of King Arthur
at three periods in his life, Guinevere, Merlin, Lancelot, and other figures. Handsome
period costumes include embellished tunics, gowns, and fur robes for the women;
armor, tunics, breeches, and capes for the men. 10 dolls, 22 costumes.
Two lifelike paper dolls and 30 haute couture outfits by Chanel, Paquin, Jacques Heim,
Mainbocher, Pauline Trigere, Givenchy, Cardin, Norell, other greats. Full Color.
Publisher's Note. Captions.
Byzantine Costumes Paper Dolls
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Celtic Fashions
30 Haute Couture Costumes by Dior, Balenciaga and Others
Harry and Meghan Paper Dolls
A Paper Doll Collectible
Four dolls depict ardent Romeo, lovely Juliet, sympathetic Friar
Laurence, and Juliet's jolly Nurse, accompanied by 24 colorful and
authentic Renaissance costumes plus assorted accessories and a
balcony scene on inside covers.
Perforated for easy removal, two reversible dolls represent a
terrific variety of professions in the fields of science, technology,
engineering, arts, and mathematics. Thirty-two colorful costumes
include astronaut, doctor, architect, chef, many other professions.
The creators of The World Record Paper Airplane Book devise twelve
small-scale models, decorated with original full-color graphics, for
making seventy-four airplanes, using simple folding instructions in a
handy pocket guide. Original. 75,000 first printing.
Commemorate the wedding of the year with paper dolls of the royal
couple! The world will be watching when Prince Harry of Wales and
Meghan Markle wed in St. George's Chapel at Windsor Castle — and you
can relive the events leading up to the big day with this fabulous
paper doll collectible. Dress the royal couple in the outfits they
wore to their engagement announcement or choose from Harry's Invictus
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Games T-shirt, Meghan's ensemble for her first official duty, and
more. Includes two dolls and 14 costumes.
Glitter Rapunzel Sticker Paper Doll
Four Classic Characters
Annie Oakley and Buffalo Bill Paper Dolls in Full Color
200 Reusable Stickers!
Harry and Meghan The Wedding Paper Dolls
Dive into a delightful world of creative mermaid fun! With more than 200 reusable and colorful
sticker outfits and accessories, children can complete an enchanting variety of underwater
scenes by dressing mermaids swimming among glowing creatures of the deep, diving for pretty
pearls, playing on a colorful coral reef, visiting exotic India, and more.
Bake something special! You can make your own mouthwatering bakery window displays with
these colorful stickers of layer cakes, cupcakes, and other goodies. The book's inside covers
offer an array of cake stands and plates for showing off these sweet treats, and the 60 reusable
stickers can be endlessly rearranged.
Sixteen full-color plates feature two dolls and a wonderful showcase of the young royals'
stunning clothes and accessories by Dolce & Gabbana, Alexander McQueen, Jenny Packham,
Givenchy, and other designers.
2 handsome dolls and 16 authentic costumes: elaborately decorated tunics, brocaded silk
stoles, shirts enhanced with patterned applique, pantaloons of rich silk, elaborate headdresses,
and more.
Fairy Gold - A Book of Old English Fairy Tales - Illustrated by Herbert Cole
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Vikings of Legend and Lore Paper Dolls
Erte Fashion Paper Dolls of the Twenties
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